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A faithful localization of the original Japanese volume of the same name exists, 26% from Dark Horse Books and Square Enix, which was first introduced in English! Explore the world of NieR: Automata through maps, character biographies, short stories, concept art, commentary, and more! Whether locked in open
battles, zipping through the air on a flying mech, or bonding with nature through indigenous creatures, NeiR: Automata captivated players through a genre-bending mix of action and adventure. Now, travel through this unique and doomed world, discover each and every complexity of its with NieR: Automata World Guide!
* Features hundreds of pieces of art and extensive lore! Author: Square Anixartist: Akihiko Yoshida Style: Art Book, Fantasy, Video Game Showing 1-30 Ner Automata World Guide Start your review of The Elustation Artbook, I actually got more than expected. It's not as much art as I was expecting, which is both a
blessing and a curse. In addition to art and two short stories (both also included in the short story Long, but translated much better here), there are 9S notes on the map of all of the areas in the game and how to navigate them; 9S and Pod 153s analyzes different locations, characters and events; bios of major characters;
and in-depth information on machine glasses and fish species. So I got out of this than I expected, really. It's not as much art as I was expecting, which is both a blessing and a curse. In addition to art and two short stories (both also include short story long, but translated much better here), there are 9S' notes on maps of
all of the areas in the game and how to navigate them; Analysis of the various locations, characters and events of 9S' and pod 153; bios of major characters; and in-depth information on machine glasses and fish species. So while it doesn't have lots of delicious art, it offers some fun complementary stuff and potentially
useful information on where to fish and how to use certain areas. ... More january 05, 2020 Μαρία it was amazing those times I wished I knew japanese. However, seeing all those pictures and pictures from the game made me understand NieR's post-apocalyptic world: Automata a bit more. I wouldn't really think it would
be possible to fall more in love with this game. The amazing depiction of ruined buildings, steampunk/futuristic architecture, analyzing each character's design and battle patterns (probably?) is actually jaw-dropping. October 19, 2020 Arianna rated it really liked the beautiful book with some useful bits of information (I
discovered a secret location thanks to notes), written in a very interesting and unique format. I really enjoyed reading more about this world, especially through two short stories. I wish it was more pictured, and I'm really looking forward to volume 2! May 28, 2020 My Rated It Amazing I love NieR and NieR Automata. It's
cool that everything is written like an actual report. Love all concept art. Steve rated it it was amazing August 02, 2020 Mason Miller rated it really liked it May 22, 2020 Franco Luciano rated it really liked it Jan 27, 2020 Marina rated it really liked it March 25, 2020 Vaiomo ♡ it was amazing November 15, 2020 Kevin
rated it exactly december 08 , 2019 s rated it really it 0 , 2017 joe flynn rated it really liked it February 02, 2020 Jo - It rated it December 22 was amazing, 2018 Mnrofrew rated it was amazing Oct 15, 2017 Munshi rated it really liked it Jul 08, 2018 Taylor rated it really liked Jul 27, 2019 rêveur d art rated it really liked it
February 07 It was amazing November 01, 2019 Mauro Figuera rated it really liked April 21, 2020 27 May, 2019 - 10:50 am NieR: Automata World Guide Section 1 is a companion video game artbook. This is actually the English translated version of the original Japanese version that was published in 2017. The
presentation style of this book is of a report or file. This is a guide to the world of NieR: Automata but it's not a guidebook. It records findings and observations in documentary style. Text provides additional insights for characters, creatures, machines and locations. There are also two long stories from 2B's journey.
Featured artworks game is a mix of stills, maps. Concept art and drawings. The scenes are beautiful but they have a typical digital painting or photo-mash look. Detailed schemes have been provided in some machines. The presentation style of this book makes it different from other game art books. It is a good
companion for fans of the game. NieR: Automata World Guide Volume 1 is available in Amazon (US). CA. Britain. DE. Fr. This. ES. AU. JP. CN) and book depository visit Amazon to check out more reviews. If you buy from the link, I get a little commission that helps me get more books for convenience. Here are the
direct links to the book: Amazon.com. Amazon.ca. Amazon.co.uk. Amazon.de. Amazon.fr. Amazon.it. Amazon.es. Amazon.com.au. Amazon.co.jp. Amazon.cn. Bookdepository.com Dark Horse Video Game Art Book Review near Dark Horse and Square Enix Nier's localized, English-language version are released:
Automata World Guide Vol. 1, a 192-page book that includes artwork and detailed lore used in the creation of hundreds of artwork and elaborate lore: Automata is one of the most favorite games of the polygon of 2017. The book is officially out Tuesday, May 7. Near: Automata World Guide is localized from the Japanese
release of the same name from 2017. The book includes maps, character biographies, short stories, commentary from artist Akihiko Yoshida from concept art and the creators of the game. One of the Dark Horses Provided polygon with Page from Nier: Automata World Guide, which you can see below. The book, which
retails for $39.99, can be purchased from online retailers like Barnes & Noble, Amazon and Books-a-Million. Books - A Million.
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